
Scaling Agroecology through 
Videos for Farmers 



Challenges

✘ Only a limited number of farmers can join FFS, which can create tensions
✘ Youth and women have limited access to knowledge
✘ Ecological knowledge is complex and hard to share between peers
✘ Facilitators lack digital tools to support their training and scale up FFS



▶ Simple, researched, effective training videos lead to knowledge, 
experimentation and behavioural change

▶ Quality videos make agriculture attractive, supporting youth employment
▶ Quality videos trigger repeat viewing and sharing across borders
▶ Quality videos attract media houses to broadcast them

Why quality videos?



 A global content leader with 220+ quality videos for farmers in 80+ languages
 Unique technologies (video platforms, smart projector, App)
 A growing ecosystem of scaling partners and last mile delivery entrepreneurs



> 500,000 people use our video platform to watch and download content

> 3000 organisations in over 150 countries use our videos to train farmers 

> 3 million farmers watched videos in shows, on DVD or on mobile
44 TV stations broadcast our quality videos
> 60 million farmers reached in Africa, Asia and Latin America

Impact at scale







Videos are used in farmer training by: extensionists (44%), 
researchers (33%), farmers (33%), and educators (31%)



Mobile-enabled video platform
for South-South exchange 
with more than 220 videos 

in 80+ languages



The Access Agriculture app
Farmers can re-watch videos, 

share and learn at their own pace 



Farmer research on soil health in Kenya

hypothesis? Smartphones spur social learning within Farmer Research Networks

• using the phones to document and share research and own experiences: 
pictures, voice recordings and short video clips via whatsapp

• watching and discussing the 100+ Access Agriculture Kiswahili videos 
• using the internet to find other information



Videos rule!

“If those farmers in 
the video can do it, 
so can we!”



The second most referenced benefit involved how the phones were
helping farmers better understand the research through sharing of
member’s trial plot pictures and videos.



EcoAgtube.org

In EcoAgtube “project” managers can:

• upload videos for a project 
• designate others to upload videos
• approve them directly so they go live 

quickly.

Videos for a project can be found by 
everyone under ‘projects’, but they will 
also be available under the categories.



Adding value to development projects, 
media and local entrepreneurs 

for impact at scale



Access Agriculture coaches young entrepreneurs
to make a business from bringing videos to farmers 



 Inform all FFS about the Access Agriculture video 
platform and App to build digital skills

 Invest in local language translations to allow
exchange of knowledge across countries

 Equip FFS programmes with smart projectors

 Invest in Young Entrepreneurs to help scale FFS

 Use EcoAgtube as a social platform to share FFS 
experiences



www.accessagriculture.org

paul@accessagriculture.org
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